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Discover the underwater world of sharks. Using stunning photography and incredible actions shot,

Sharks takes you on a fascinating the visual journey of theses ocean greats, revealing their

incredible secrets along the way. Satisfy the curiosity of the most inquisitive minds and uncover

sharks and their amazing story with this concise reference book for all the family. Features key

information on the habitats, behavior, and feeding habits of sharks. Profiles the key species,

including the Great White and the Hammerhead sharks. Discover how sharks have adapted to

perfectly suit their surroundings. Learn about the dangers sharks encounter and how we can protect

and conserve shark populations.
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I am happy with this book's quality, but specially, my son is HAPPY with this book, He loves it!!!

That makes me happy, it is more than a book for him... He opens his eyes with astonishment and

details each photo and text that reads in them.

I got this for my grandsons 7th birthday. He looked over his books, chose this one, his mother sent

me a picture. He had fallen asleep on the way home from the party, this book on his lap. The next

time I saw him he was rattling of facts about sharks right and left. Mom says he memorized the

book. Grandma's happy



My son loves this book! He's fascinated with sharks so needless to say, he has a bunch of books

about them and this is one of his favorites. It is colorful and very informative. Great price as well.

You're not likely to find one cheaper elsewhere unless you get real lucky.

We love learning and exploring books so this added to our collection. Lots of great info and the

pictures keep the kids very interested. Grandson has read it thousands of times over and over.

Holding up great and made with quality.

Good book for me as I am not a very strong reader. I am old but I read at a 2nd grade level. I really

like the pictures, they're beautiful.

A beautiful hardcover book. I got this as a gift for my nephew, who is really into sharks. Very

well-made book with lots of information in it. Awesome photos and very colorful too! Highly

recommend!

It's a cute book (can I say that about a shark book?), good clear images. Didn't pop out hugely, just

subtle. Kids were excited to get this, then questioned if anything was popping out-- had to show

them how the coral looks a little above the page, etc.

My five year old son is shark crazy! This book is perfect for him. Great pictures and a lot of good

facts to satisfy his interest. Highly recommend this book!
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